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What is a Hybrid eBook?
A hybrid eBook is a paper book, but when a link, animation
or video is required for a fuller explanation, an App on your
mobile device recognizes an associated shape and runs the
appropriate multimedia presentation.
To navigate this hybrid eBook:
•

First, if you have not already done so, go to www.
nauticed.org and sign up for a free NauticEd Account.

•

Second, download the NauticEd App from the App
Store and login. Once inside the App, go to the hybrid
eBook menu item. Then tap “Bring to Life” and scan
this image.

Did you see the video presentation?
•

Within each module of this book you will see other
similar images. When you see one, scan it using
the NauticEd App. It will lead you to an interactive
animation, a video or a link on the Internet.

PURPOSE:
This hybrid eBook serves two purposes:
1. We believe this is one of the best basic introductions
to Rules of the Nautical Road in the world. Why?
Because of the ease of understanding using the
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interactive animations and clear images along with
the explanations.
2. This is an excellent introduction to how NauticEd
sailing education works. You’ll realize why interactive
eLearning serves you so much better than a boring ol’
paper book written in the 70’s.
This course is not a required curriculum course for the
NauticEd Ranks. Rather the information is already embedded
into Module 5 of both the NauticEd Skipper Course and the
RYA Day Skipper Course.
TEST:
You can take the test for this course for FREE to ensure
you have retained the content material. Once you have created
a FREE account online at NauticEd.org you will see this
Navigation Rules course in your curriculum. You can take the
test online or within the NauticEd App. It does not matter
where you take the test, both methods report to the same
database.
To gain an international sailing certification
and a free Sailing Resume system from NauticEd
see our online sailing certification page.

or download our FREE Sailing Certification App.
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These describe the educational curriculum and the
practical experience required.
NOW, please enjoy the NauticEd Navigation Rules course,
you’ll be a better sailor because of it.
SIDE NOTE:
We purposefully made this hybrid eBook process stupidly
inexpensive despite the countless hours (and hours) of work,
technology and animation expense gone into it. We did this
in hopes that you would share your experience with this App
and NauticEd on

,

and review it on the original App store. It really helps us grow
- Thanks for doing that!
Because of all this, NauticEd really is the world’s most
advanced sailing education and certification company. We
combine online and mobile App eLearning programs, an
electronic sailor’s logbook stored in the cloud with our
worldwide network of practical sailing instructors. This creates
a globally recognized real-time cloud based sailing resume that
you can use to present to yacht charter companies anywhere
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in the world.
Our FREE sailor’s electronic logbook is the most innovative
in the world. With it, you can digitally authenticate your sailing
experience through your crew mates. For all time, yacht
charter companies have struggled believing the self stated
resumes of sailors. No longer - your Authenticated NauticEd
Logbook is irrefutable. Combine that with NauticEd world
class eLearning education, and you can hold the most sort
after Sailing Resume on the planet.
In essence, NauticEd IS the world’s most advanced sailing
education and sailing certification company.
View our 2 minute NauticEd entertaining video.

Now please enjoy this Navigation Rules Course.
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Module 1: Introduction
Knowing the rules for safe and courteous sailing is
essential for you, your family and others.
This course is a summary of the world agreed upon
Navigation Rules of the nautical road known as The
International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea.
In saying that – note then that this is a summary AND IS
NOT COMPLETE. This will however cover most of what you
need to know. We do stress highly though that you actually
fully read the Navigation Rules as published and agreed
upon by every country in the world. The best and easiest
source of this full set of rules is on the USA Coast Guard site
and is at this link:

http://www.navcen.uscg.
gov/?pageName=navRulesContent
However, read our stuff here first as most is covered with
explanations.
In starting, think about the enormity of this. The entire
world got together and actually agreed upon something.
AND even better – it is NOT some watered down document
that is self-serving to special interest groups. AND even still
better – it actually makes sense for everyone. AND one more
even better – they are not written in legal gegal speak. Come
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